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The design of a Pre^eTnon^tfatioirFdsion device (PDFD^wfncfr would

follow TFTR is being pursued at ORNL in cooperation with Westinghouse

Electric Co. in The Next Step (TNS) program. The major design philosophy

has been to investigate those areas of plasma parameter space which mini-

mize the cost, size, and complexity of such a device without compromising

the credibility of the (extrapolated) physics and technology required to

construct it.

One key factor in the plasma thermal behavior is the anticipated

existence of dissipative trapped particle modes. A possible scheme

for controlling the strength of these modes has been found. The scheme

involves varying the cold fueling (pellet and neutral recycle) profile.

This may be achieved experimentally by controlling the size and speed

of injected DT ice pellets and/or the pumping capacity of the divertor

collectors.

A one-dimensional multifluid transport code v/as used to simulate

plasma behavior. This code solves self-consistently the particle and

energy balance equations, Maxwell's equations, and Ohm's law. The energy

balances include energy sources from fusion alphas, ohmic heating, and

beam injection, while losses are due to bremsstrahlung, line, recombina-

tion, and synchrotron radiation; charge exchange with cold neutrals and

neutral beams; and ionization and heating of cold fuel. Particle and

energy losses in the divertor scrape-off region were computed using the
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Mense-Emmert model, which accounts for the electrostatic sheath at the

collector plates. A multiregime model for particle and energy transport

was incorporated based on pseudoclassical, trapped electron, and trapped

ion regimes used elsewhere" in simulation of large tokamaks. A search

was made for ignited, thermally stable equilibria for a noncircular

plasma with a = 1.25 m, b/a = 1.6, R = 5 m, BT = 4.3 T, and I = 4 MA.

A flat fueling profile leads to a strongly peaked density profile.

High densities (N > 2 * 10 m ) are then required to overcome the

density-gradient-driven diffusion and conduction losses of the trapped

particle modes and maintain an ignited plasma. From experimental and
4

theoretical information presently available, it would be difficult for

pellets of reasonable size to penetrate to the center of such a high

density discharge. Fueling profiles peaked toward the plasma edge are

more easily achieved and have the added benefit of flattening the density

profile, which reduces the diffusion and conduction losses. Ignition

and thermal equilibria can be achieved at lower density, which reduces the

power required to bring the device to ignition.

These strong spatial effects cannot be modeled self-consistently in

parameter studies using only global particle and energy balances. Reduction

of the density gradient by edge fueling should then greatly reduce the

trapped particle transport losses assumed in global analysis, particularly
5

for the trapped ion mode.

The figures show the results of a parameter survey which verifies

this effect. Figure 1 shows that shallower penetration increases the

particle confinement time (T ) slightly for those cases with an average
— 2 0 - 3

density (N)of about 2.75 * 10 m . However, a more dramatic increase
in T occurs when the density is reduced at fixed penetration length. This



is primarily because the equilibrium plasma temperature (not shown)

decreases as the density is reduced. Low density cases with deep penetration

did not ignite because of the high conduction losses and are marked

inaccessible; such lower density cases have lower power density (Fig. 2).

Thus, it may be feasible to heat a low density plasma to ignition with

low energy beams, then increase the plasma density to the desired operating

level with increased fueling.

In summary, fueling profiles peaked toward the plasma edge may provide

a means for reducing density-gradient-driven trapped particle modes, thus

reducing diffusion and conduction losses. Lower density ignited plasmas

are then feasible with reduced power requirements to obtain ignition.
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REDUCING PENETRATION PRODUCES LARGER r AND
LOWER DENSITY OPERATION
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REDUCING PENETRATION ALLOWS FOR LOWER POWER
PRODUCTION AND ASSOCIATED ENERGY AND PARTICLE FLUXES
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